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ABSTRACT 

Baculoviruses (family: Baculoviridae) infect insects with high lethality and specificity 

and are experimental insecticides for suppressing pest populations in the field. Recently, 

recombinant DNA constructions of baculoviruses have been successfully utilized for the 

expression of foreign genes. In order to construct safe and stable new viral strains with 

desirable properties and to engineer suitable vectors for the expression of foreign genes, it 

is essential to understand the molecular mechanisms of virulence and specificity of 

baculovirus infection. 

Our laboratory has developed three tissue culture model systems to study host 

specificity. This research focuses on System II, developed by Carpenter and Bilimoria, in 

which Spodoptera fingiperda nuclear polyhedrosis virus (Sf MNPV) permissively infects 

Si fiiigiperda IPLB-21 (SF IPLB-21) cells but semipermissively infects Trichoplusia ni 

368 (TN-368) cells. Previous electron microscopy data showed that in the semipermissive 

infection virogenic stroma is formed, indicating that infection is initiated and some subunits 

are synthesized (16). However, nucleocapsid formation and subsequent steps are not 

observed, suggesting a block prior to virus assembly. 

In this study, the kinetics of viral DNA and virus-specific polypeptide synthesis in 

System II have been determined. In permissively infected Ŝ  frugiperda cells, a total of 28 

infected cell-specific polypeptides (ICSP) were identified, and 11 of them are structural 

polypeptides. A model, in which ICSP synthesis is coordinately regulated and sequentially 

ordered in a cascade fashion (a—>(3—>y), was confirmed by preventing polypeptide 

synthesis at various stages with the metabolic inhibitor, cycloheximide. Blocking of DNA 

synthesis demonstrated that DNA replication is a requirement for the synthesis of late (y) 

ICSPs. However, in semipermissively infected X. ni cells only a 97K p ICSP and a 29K y 

ICSP were detected. In this semipermissive infection, viral DNA replication was initiated 

but at a suboptimal level; no inhibition of host polypeptide synthesis was detected. In 

comparison with die permissive infection, viral replication in the semipermissive infection 

was blocked at or prior to a ICSP synthesis. 

Since at least one each of the p and y ICSPs are synthesized in the semipermissive 

infection, and one of the a ICSPs detected in the permissive infection appears to be a 

component of the virus particle, I postulate that the latter induces just one of several 

putative cascade pathways in baculovirus infections. 

The results obtained from this host-range study help determine more precisely the stage 

of restriction in System II and open the way for further experiments aimed at determining 

the exact molecular mechanism of restriction in the semipermissive infection. These 



developments will allow the identification of genes or regulatory sequences governing host 

specificity and allow the intelligent construction of ideal, hybrid "supervirus pesticides" and 

gene expression vectors. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The lethality and specificity of baculoviruses have caused many investigators to 

evaluate the potential of these agents as insecticides, which have been regarded as an 

effective and safe tool to suppress insect pests in the field. The limited size of baculovirus 

genomes and technical advantages that allow the easy preparation of highly purified probes 

make this virus very suitable for studies on genetic engineering and gene regulation. 

Recentiy, recombinant DNA constructions of baculoviruses have been utilized successfully 

for the expression of foreign genes (from either procaryotes or eucaryotes) in invertebrate 

cell lines. In order to manipulate the specificity and virulence of new viral strains as 

pesticides and to utilize viruses as vectors for expressing foreign genes, the study of 

baculovirus host-specificity is important. 

Literature Review 

In order to solve the problem of baculovirus specificity, it is essential to understand the 

normal permissive infection. Below is a review of the structure and physiology of 

baculoviruses with an emphasis on aspects affecting specificity. 

Baculovirus Structure and Classification 

Baculoviruses (Family: Baculoviridae) are usually embedded in a polyhedral inclusion 

body (PIB) which is often referred to a occlusion body (OB), which is a polymer of a 

single polypeptide with a molecular weight of 28-32K. 

Virions are rod-shaped enveloped particles about 250 x 50 nm long and contain a 

double-stranded, covalentiy closed, circular DNA with a molecular weight of ca. 7 x 10^ 

daltons (ca. 1.3 x 10^ base pairs) (13). 

Viral DNA is packaged in a nucleocapsid structure, which is subsequentiy surrounded 

by a lipoprotein envelope. This is the infectious virus particle or virion. In nature, insect 

hosts are infected with baculoviruses as a result of ingesting occlusion bodies containing 

the virus. 

Ingested NPV-OBs are dissolved in the midgut juices. An alkaline protease activity is 

associated with this polyhedron; this degrades the polyhedron protein and sometimes virus 

particle protein. A sufficient number of virions pass through the peritrophic midgut 
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membrane, and multiply in the midgut epithelia cells. At the late stages of infection, the 

insect dies and OBs are released. 

So far only one genus (Baculovirus) has been described. Members of this genus are 

classified into three subgenera [A (nuclear polyhedrosis virus), B (granulosis virus) and C 

(non-occluded virus)] based on their morphological properties (5). Nuclear polyhedrosis 

virus (NPV) belongs to subgenus A which consists of two subgroups: 1) the 

multi-nucleocapsid virus (M-NPV), and 2) the single-nucleocapsid virus (S-NPV). The 

M-NPV contains many nucleocapsids per envelope, but the S-NPV contains only one 

nucleocapsid per envelope. Most of the baculovirus isolates belong to the M-NPV group. 

However, both M-NPV and S-NPV were observed in Bombyx mod NPV (Bm NPV) 

infected silkworm cells (75). 

Baculovirus Replication 

The invasion and replication of baculoviruses in ceU culture systems have been studied 

by many laboratories, and this topic recently was reviewed by Kelly (58). Volkman et aL 

(129) reported that the budded phenotype of Ac MNPV entered SF IPLB-21 cells by 

adsorptive endocytosis and/or fusion at the plasma membrane. However, it is still unclear 

where the virus uncoats (69,101). After adsorption, a "normal" sequence of replication 

occurs with formation of a virogenic stroma ( appears as a high density network structure 

in the nucleus under the electron microscope), nucleocapsid synthesis, enveloprnent of the 

nucleocapsids, and finally the assembly of polyhedra. The general strategy of baculovirus 

replication is only slightiy different from that of other large animal DNA viruses (such as 

adeno-, herpes-, pox-, and irido-viruses) in which early and late functions are 

recognized (74). Following replication, nucleocapsids undergo one of two fates (127): 

they may acquire envelopes dg novo in the nucleus and then occlude into occlusion bodies 

(OBs) or bud through the nuclear or plasma membrane and acquire the envelopes. 

Occlusion bodies, facilitate horizontal transmission of the disease. Extracellular virus 

(ECV) is responsible for secondary infection within an infected insect, and routinely are 

used as inoculum for infecting cell cultures. It is weU known that occluded virus (OV) is 

biochemically and antigenically different from ECV. Volkman et al. (127,128,130) have 

shown by immunoblotting methods that budded and occluded Ac MNPV are not identical. 

Neutralization studies have shown that there are distinct differences between the viral 

envelopes from occluded and non-occluded viruses (69). About 7-9 glycoproteins were 



detected in the envelope of non-occluded virus, but only one glycoprotein (MW = 42K) 

was found in occluded viruses (114). 

Protein Synthesis 

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) has been 

widely employed to analyze virus-induced polypeptides of baculoviruses. Fenwick (31) 

used a 7 to 20 % exponential gradient for gel electrophoresis to improve the separation of 

polypeptides obtained during the study of herpes simplex virus (HS V) infection. Summers 

and Smith (118) compared granulins and polyhedrins of five baculoviruses using two 

dimensional high-voltage gel electrophoresis. Singh ej aL (107) utilized O'Farrell's 

2-dimensional gel electrophoresis system to detect the infected cell-specific polypeptide 

(ICSP) synthesis in Ac MNPV infected cells. Monoclonal antibodies have been used to 

recognize polyhedrin proteins and distinguish two baculovirus strains (50,100). 

Radioactive 35s-methionine is widely used to label infected ceU-specific 

polypeptides. However, the nonstructural late plOK ICSP of Ac MNPV lacks methionine, 

and can not be labeled using this technique (112), so various other isotopes (e.g., 

^H-amino acid mixture) have to be used to overcome this deficiency. Rohel and Faulkner 

(105) detected as many as 40 ICSPs in Ac MNPV infected Si frugiperda cells labeled with 

^H-leucine. 

The structural and nonstructural polypeptides as well as kinetics of ICSP synthesis for 

several baculoviruses have been studied (11,17,26,61,118,119,133). Based on 

ultrastructural studies, infectivity curves and protein synthesis, various classifications have 

been defined. Raghow (101) designated Bm NPV developmental phases as latent, 

exponential and stationary. Wood (133) divided Ac MNPV viral replication into early, 

intermediate, transitional and late phases, whereas Dobos and Cochran (26) arbitrarily 

categorized the Ac MNPV replication cycle into early, middle and late phases. Gordon and 

Carstens (40) further discerned that the early phase included events prior to the initiation of 

viral DNA synthesis. The middle phase involved the synthesis of structural polypeptides 

and the release of extracellular virus. The late phase involved the de novo synthesis of 

intranuclear membranes and the occlusion of virus into polyhedra. Recently, a 39K ICSP 

has been precisely demonstrated as a delayed-early (P) polypeptide. A trans-acting 

regulatory gene of this ICSP also has been discovered and confirmed as an 

immediate-early gene by co-transfection into Ac MNPV infected cells with viral DNA 

fi"agments containing a transient expression vector (CAT plasmid) (44). Kelly and Lescott 
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(61) proposed four phases (early a, intermediate early P, late y and very late 5 ) of ICSP 

synthesis in Tn NPV replication tiirough experiments utilizing metabolic inhibitors and 

amino acid analogues. They suggested tiiat inhibition of "early" protein synthesis with 

cycloheximide (CX) had a detrimental effect on the synthesis of "late" ICSPs and that 

cascade induction of ICSPs might be occurring in their systems. The kinetics of ICSP 

synthesis in herpesvirus system is quite similar to that observed in baculoviruses (51,61). 

In herpes virus infection, Honess and Roizman (51,52) divided ICSPs into three 

sequentially synthesized, coordinately regulated groups (i.e., a, P, y), and suggested that 

the synthesis of a ICSPs did not require any prior ICSP synthesis. In contrast, the 

synthesis of p ICSPs required both a polypeptide synthesis as well as new RNA 

synthesis. The requirement of y polypeptide synthesis for prior synthesis of P ICSPs 

seemed to be similar to that of P polypeptides for prior synthesis of the a group. The 

temporal and abundant control of herpesvirus ICSP synthesis is at the level of transcription 

(135). In Ac MNPV infection, the regulation of polyhedrin and p 8K ICSP synthesis is 

also at the level of transcription (105). Conley et al. (24) further reported that P and y 

genes of herpesvirus are heterogeneous; the former forms two subgroups, pi and P2, 

differing in the time of expression whereas the two y subgroups, yl and y2 differ both in 

the time of expression and in the stringency of the requirement for viral DNA synthesis. A 

virion component of herpesvirus, located outside the capsid, functions as an a gene 

inducer which might be able to stimulate the transcription of a genes by recognizing 

regulatory sites on viral DNAs, or host cell products, or both (3,82). Penelope ej al. (97) 

demonstrated that the a4 gene of herpesvirus is capable of inducing the expression of both 

P and y2 genes in the environment of the cellular genome, and the active site responsible 

for induction is located near the N terminus of the a4 protein. Furthermore, Mackem and 

Roizman (83) revealed that the genetic elements involved in regulation of herpesvirus a 

genes consist of a nucleic acid sequence that promotes gene expression and a sequence that 

confers regulation on the gene by responding to trans-acting regulatory signals. In other 

words, a gene regulation involves three components: a trans-acting regulatory signal, a 

cis-acting regulator sequence and a promoter sequence (24). 

Stiles and Wood (114) described the syntheses of glycoproteins in X ni and S^ 

fiiigiperda cells infected with Ac MNPV. Glycosylation of vu-al-induced protein was not 

observed in the presence of the inhibitor tunicamycin (115). Glycoproteins play an 

important role in virus attachment and penetration when viruses invade cells (114). 
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Phosphoproteins in Ac MNPV and X ni NPV (Tn NPV) have been detected in several 

laboratories, but their functions are still unknown (62,87,117). 

Although post-transcriptional cleavage of viral proteins occurs frequentiy in many 

viruses (e.g., adeno-, toga- and picoma viruses), there is no evidence of rapid 

post-translational cleavage of ICSPs in Ac MNPV infected cells (26,126). 

Effect of Metabolic Inhibitors on ICSP Synthesis 

Many key discoveries in molecular biology were made by studying the interrelationship 

of protein, RNA and DNA synthesis in the production of host or viral macromolecules. A 

number of inhibitors of DNA, RNA, protein and polyamine synthesis have been used to 

prevent specific macromolecular synthesis (59). However, care must be exercised that any 

effect observed after administration of an inhibition is due to the primary site of action of 

the inhibitor (60). Cycloheximide (CX) is frequently used to inhibit protein synthesis; the 

80S ribosomes cannot move forward on polysomes as long as the drug is present, and 

when the drug is removed, protein synthesis promptly resumes. Actinomycin D is used as 

an inhibitor of RNA synthesis and intercalates in the DNA helix, binding firmly by 

polypeptide side chain to dinucleotides, and thus preventing RNA polymerase progress 

down the chain. However, Kelly and Lescott (60) reported that inhibitors of protein 

synthesis (CX and puromycin) and nucleic acid synthesis (Actinomycin D) were 

irreversible in baculovirus multiplication; only camptothecin was reversible. Cytosine 

arabinoside (Ara-C), used as an inhibitor of DNA synthesis, probably acts both by being 

incorporated and rendering DNA ineffective as well as by depleting the pool of normal 

pyrimidine deoxyribosides. Hydroxyurea (Hyu), another inhibitor of DNA synthesis, acts 

by inhibiting ribonucleotide reductase activity, and thus indirectiy preventing DNA 

synthesis (81). 

Dobos and Cochran (26) claimed that inhibition of viral DNA synthesis by Ara-C at the 

time of infection did not completely prevent the synthesis of ICSPs or the formation of 

PIBs and proposed that the transition from early to late polypeptide synthesis is 

independent of the syntiiesis of progeny viral DNA in Ac MNPV infection. Conversely, 

Kelly and Lescott (61) concluded that the transition of phases a through p is interrupted at 

the end of the P phase when DNA synthesis is blocked by Ara-C in Tn NPV infection. 

Kelly (56) also reported electron microscopic data which indicated that Ara-C blocked die 

infected cells at the virogenic stroma stage of reproduction widi the absence of 

nucleocapsids, viral particles and polyhedra, thus demonstrating in contrast to Harrap's 
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assumptions that virogenic stroma essentially does not contain DNA or structural proteins 

(47). This controversy remains unresolved. 

In herpesvirus infection, Ara-C did not prevent the synthesis of a, P or yl polypeptide 

but did reduce the amounts of yl polypeptides and block y2 ICSP synthesis (18); two 

hypotheses were proposed to explain the prerequisite of viral DNA synthesis for y2 gene 

expression. First, the sequestered factor hypothesis predicts that the host transcriptional 

factors necessary for induction to y2 genes partition with chromatin in the nucleus and are 

not available to herpes simplex virus-1 genes. The factors are released from chromatin as 

a consequences of viral DNA polymerase activity. Second, the specific y2 repressor 

hypothesis predicts that y2 gene expression is specifically blocked from trans-activation by 

a gene products by specific viral proteins bound to the viral genome and diat these are 

removed only in DNA replication complexes (97). 

Viral DNA synthesis in Simian Vacuolating Virus (SV 40) infected cells is also a 

prerequisite for late mRNA synthesis; and, in adenovirus infection, large amounts of 

progeny viral DNA were used as templates for late ICSP synthesis (135). The molecular 

basis for the requirement of DNA synthesis remains to be resolved (34). 

Inhibition of Host Polypeptide Synthesis 

Kinetic study of Tn NPV infection also indicated that y and 6 ICSPs could inhibit 

cellular protein synthesis (61). Herpes simplex virus infection of a permissive cell system 

also leads to the inhibition of cellular protein synthesis (52), and it has been found that the 

suppression of host protein synthesis is associated with the synthesis of virus proteins, in 

particular P ICSP (32,51). Fenwick and Clark (31) confirmed that in HSV infection there 

are two independent mechanisms of attack on cellular protein synthesis: "early shut-off by 

a virion component and "delayed shut-off which requires virus protein synthesis. It was 

proposed that the dissociation of ribosomes from host mRNA is caused by the former virus 

particle itself but that the destruction of host mRNA depends on the latter viral protein 

synthesis. 

Virus DNA 

Several NPV DNAs have been characterized (10,69,77,121). Closed- and 

nick-circular DNAs are equally infectious, but their linear derivatives are not (63). The 

physical as weU as genetic maps of the genomes of a number of baculoviruses analyzed 

with several restriction endonucleases have been determined (21,76,92,93,109). Through 
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comparative studies of these maps, it appears that many baculovirus isolates are minor 

variants of one another and are deletion or insertion mutants (92,109,110). The genome of 

Ac MNPV can encode as many as 50-75 proteins (120). Baculovirus DNA contains 

homologous repetitive sequences with enhancer function widely dispersed on the viral 

genome and some of these homologous sequences have been sequenced (22,45). A 

consensus map for die orientation of the Ac MNPV genome has been published (125), and 

gene libraries for Ac MNPV and Sf MNPV produced by cloning various restriction 

fragments spanning the entire genome in procaryotic vectors are now available (21,80). 

DNA synthesis has been surveyed eidier by hybridization of intracellular DNA to virus 

DNA or restriction endonuclease digestion of total intracellular DNA, but very littie is 

known about the origin of DNA synthesis and how the DNA is packaged into 

nucleocapsids (71,131). Guarino ej M- hypothesized that the homologous regions in Ac 

MNPV DNA serve as origins of DNA replication (44). 

DNA Polymerases 

In herpesvirus infection, DNA polymerase, deoxypyrimidine kinase, 

deoxyribonuclease and ribonucleotide reductase are induced by virus as early (P) proteins 

(135). DNA polymerase, thymidine kinase, deoxycytidine kinase, DNase and protein 

kinase activities all increase during the course of baculovirus replication (57). 

Baculovirus-induced DNA polymerases have been detected in several studies (57,94,131), 

and biochemical analysis indicated that they were different from host DNA polymerases. 

The Tn NPV-induced DNA polymerase (MW=126K) was inhibited by aphidicolin, but 

host DNA polymerase was not. This polymerase was designated as a delayed early protein 

(P) because it was present in infected cells inhibited by aphidicolin which appears to block 

the synthesis of ICSPs into the delayed early phase (94). Baculovirus replication is 

sensitive to several inhibitors of DNA synthesis (e.g., Ara-C, bromodeoxyuridine, 

bromovinyl-deoxyuridine) but not acyclovir, phosphoric acid (PAA), as well as 

phosphonoformic acid (PFA) and the induced DNA polymerase is unaffected by PAA and 

PFA as well (58). Work with mutant viruses will help determine which of the 

virus-stimulated enzymes are actually virus-coded. 

Virus RNA and Translational Mapping 

Baculovirus mRNAs, Uke most of eucaryotic mRNAs, contains a 5' methylated cap 

and a poly A tail; their nucleotide length is 15 to 18 thousand base pairs (20). Extensive 
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progress has been made with Ac MNPV at the levels of transcription and translation. 

Transcription and translation maps have been constructed that clear the way for the 

understanding of gene organization as well as expression of the Ac MNPV genome (78). 

By in vitro translation of hybrid selected RNAs from Ac MNPV infected cell cultures. 

Smith ei al. (112) mapped 5 early and 19 late viral polypeptides. Esche ej al- (29) mapped 

4 early and 24 late polypeptides. Adang and Miller (1) precisely located 11 late ICSPs on 

die Ac MNPV genome using complementary DNAs (c DNAs) which were synthesized 

from mRNA through reverse transcriptase. Several previous studies indicated that Ac 

MNPV proteins induced early in infected cells are also being synthesized as late as 21 hr 

post-infection (p.i.) (26,133). It is probable diat either early mRNAs are being transcribed 

and translated continuously or that the mRNAs which were made before DNA replication 

are stable, or both (112). In Ac MNPV infected cells, late gene regions showed no 

transcription at the earliest times and were only weakly transcribed immediately after the 

onset of DNA synthesis (26). However, at die late stages of infection, all transcripts were 

of viral origin (126). 

Vims Transcriptional Mapping 

Rohel and Faulkner (105) recognized a total of at least 50 virus RNA transcripts and 

located them on the Ac MNPV genome. Lubbert and Doerfler (79) mapped 11 early and 

more than 90 late viral RNAs on the Ac MNPV genome by Northern blotting with cloned 

viral DNA fragments as hybridization probes. There are many transcripts which are not yet 

linked to translation products. The early transcripts of Ac MNPV appear to be located at 

more dispersed genome region than noted for other viruses (78). Likewise, the late 

transcripts mapped throughout the entire genome, thus indicates that these late genes may 

be under the control of different promoters, and the difference in the relative concentrations 

of mRNAs may reflect controls at the level of primary transcription, processing, transport 

and the stabilities of different RNAs in the cytoplasm (105,112,113,126). 

Regulation of Virus Transcription 

Overlapping classes of RNA exist in baculovirus replication, and two types of 

transcriptional units have been identified (35,79): one composed of overlapping RNAs with 

a common 3' end, the odier composed of overlapping RNAs with common 5' ends 

(104,124). For the former transcripts, the smallest RNAs appeared early and were 

replaced in time by successively larger transcripts, suggesting that temporal regulation 
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involves sequential activation of upstream promoters along with coordinate deactivation of 

downstream promoters (35). Evidence for RNA sphcing during Ac MNPV replication is 

not available, although it is possible that tiny splices may exist (78). It is conceivable that 

the variety of transcription products might somehow substitute for a lack of splices and 

thus introduce variability in yet another way (79). 

RNA Polymerases 

Fuchs el M- (37) demonstrated that early in infection, viral genes are transcribed by host 

RNA polymerase n which is a-amanitin sensitive. One or more early genes code for a 

virus-specific a-amanitin resistant RNA polymerase or for factors that modify one of the 

host polymerases. The virus-induced or virus-modified polymerase then plays a major 

role in late transcription. Further characterization of this virus-induced RNA polymerase 

should shed light on the mechanisms involved in transcription switching in this interesting 

host-virus system. 

Polvhedrin and pi OK ICSP 

The phosphorylated polyhedrin polypeptide of Ac MNPV (MW = 33K) corresponds to 

the Eco RI restriction fragment I of die baculovirus DNA (112). The size and sequence of 

the polyhedrin gene from the Orgyia pseudotsugata MNPV have been determined by 

R-loop mapping and DNA sequencing (106). Kuzio et ah (72) also sequenced the late 

nonstructural plO polypeptide gene of Ac MNPV and furthermore predicted amino acid 

composition from the sequence. There is evidence that polyhedrin and pi OK genes are 

controlled by very strong promoters (1,113). 

Gene Expression Vectors 

Deletion mutants of Ac MNPV have been constructed which were defective in 

polyhedra production but which were still able to grow to high titer in cell cultures (108). 

This manipulation has been carried further by inserting foreign genes in place of the 

polyhedrin but retaining the promoter function of the baculovirus gene, thus creating novel 

expression vectors. The potential of baculoviruses as efficient expression vectors for 

eucaryotic and procaryotic genes has been demonstrated using human P-interferon (111), 

E. coli p-galactosidase (98), influenza virus haemagglutinin (99), and S-code genes of the 

arena virus (88). Human a-interferon also has been expressed in both Bombyx mori cell 
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culture and larvae using the homologous baculovirus Bm NPV (85). A preliminary step 

toward constructing expression vectors based on insertion within the plOK gene is 

underway (72). 

Virus Mutation 

Maruniak el aL (86) reported that polyhedrin obtained from Ac MNPV was apparendy 

not modified in terms of primary structure after passage through alternate host systems both 

in vivo as well as in vitro: the polypeptide compositions were very similar after passage of 

enveloped nucleocapsids through alternate hosts. Thus suggests that polyhedrin gene is 

very stabel during virus replication in various hosts. However, aberrant morphogenic 

characteristics of Sf MNPV, repeatedly passed through the Ŝ  frugiperda cell culture, have 

been reported (69). If passed dirough several infections, Ac MNPV will form "few 

polyhedra" (FP) mutants which are less infectious but non-defective for replication 

(33,84). Restriction endonuclease mapping studies showed that the viral DNA 

incorporated a moderately repetitive host DNA fragment that structurally resembled a 

Drosophila copia-like transposable element (91). Eraser et al. (33) demonstrated that the 

insertion of cell DNA into the viral genomes resulted in the FP plaque type, possibly 

through the inactivation of a 25K protein. 

Spodoptera fhigiperda MNPV Sftidies 

Sf MNPV has been studied intensively at the molecular level in several laboratories. 

Knudson et al- (69-71) first described the purification, assay, growth characteristics, 

morphogenesis and cytopathic effect of this virus in Si frugiperda cells. The kinetics of Sf 

MNPV DNA synthesis and die characteristics of genomic DNA have been reported 

(55,116). The morphology, structural polypeptides, physical and serological properties of 

the virus particle have been described as well (10,48). 

Knell and Summers investigated die genetic heterogeneity in wild isolates of Sf MNPV 

by restriction endonuclease analysis of plaque purified variants (68). Loh et a l (76,77) 

constructed physical maps of the Sf MNPV genome with restriction endonucleases Bam HI 

and Hind III. However the narrow host range and large numbers of genetically 

heterogeneous variants of Sf MNPV limit their potential use as molecular probes in tissue 

culture systems. 
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Host Specificity 

An understanding of the physiological and genetic mechanisms governing host 

specificity is essential for the applications of genetic engineering in medical, agricultural 

and biological sciences. Host cells infected with most DNA vuuses can be categorized as 

permissive, semipermissive and nonpermissive for viral replication (30,96). Infected 

permissive cells support complete DNA and protein synthesis, leading to the production of 

infectious progeny and lysis of the host cell. Semipermissive cells support limited viral 

replication. Nonpermissive cells survive viral challenge because viral replication does not 

occur (36). 

Host specificity study may open the way to the understanding of the mechanisms of 

gene regulation and expression under the control of regulatory factors. Traditionally, 

regulatory genes have been identified by using temperature-sensitive mutants. 

Alternatively, transient expression assays also were conducted using thymidine kinase or 

CAT as indicators when libraries of temperature-sensitive mutants were not available (45). 

Intensive investigations of the factors regulating the permissive, semipermissive, or 

nonpermissive replication cycles of the baculoviruses in homologous or heterologous cell 

Unes will help us understand NPV replication at the molecular level. 

So far very litde is known about the factors that control the host specificity of 

baculoviruses. Using Ac MNPV as a vector, Carbonell el aL (14) showed that the 

expression of bacterial chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) and P-galactosidase genes 

were under the control of different promoters in Dipteran and mammalian cells. They 

speculated that foreign gene expression in nonpermissive cells is promoter-dependent and 

that late viral gene expression is restricted in these cells. 

DNA methylation is generally associated with genome inactivity, whereas low levels of 

DNA methylation occur at those domains of the genome being transcribed (25,27). DNA 

methylation also has been shown to be important in determining permissive and 

nonpermissive infections as well as virus latency in herpesvirus infection (134). However, 

Ac MNPV DNA was not significandy methylated in semipermissively infected IPLB-

LD-652Y cells (90). The role of DNA methylation in baculovirus replication still is 

uncertain. 

Many studies have shown that papovavirus genomes contain enhancer sequences which 

can boost the function of promoters (4,9,19,32,74,123), and this appears to be true for the 

Ac MNPV genome (45). The SV 40 enhancer sequences is host-specific, and it has been 

proposed that these enhancer sequences provide DNA binding sites for RNA polymerase IT 
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or for host-specific molecules that induce a change in the conformation or chromatin 

structure of the template (74). The resulting structural alterations could render the DNA 

more active transcriptionally. Alternatively, the host-specific molecule reacting with 

enhancer sequences could simply sequester the transcriptional template in a cellular 

compartment that enhances its transcriptional activity (74). A promoter selective 

transcription factor, Sp 1, has been purified from the host of SV 40. It consists of two 

polypeptides (105K and 95K) which are responsible for recognizing and interacting 

specifically with the "G-C" box promoter elements characteristic of Sp 1 binding sites. Sp 

1 interacts with its recognition sites by forming protein-DNA contacts in the major groove 

of the DNA. However, enhancers are more host specific than the Sp 1-G-C box system. 

Because die sequences of enhancers are heterologous, the host can more specifically select 

the right enhancer sequence to induce transcription, but G-C rich regions homologous in 

several viral and cellular promoters with minor differences can bind to the same Sp 1 factor 

(7). 

Studies with SV 40 and adeno viruses in nonpermissive cells indicated that only the 

early genes were expressed and no viral DNA was synthesized (30,41,54,96,102). Ac 

MNPV infection of the nonpermissive CP 169 and CHO-Kl cell lines also revealed that no 

viral DNA replication occurred in those cells (44). Temperature sensitive mutants, tsB 821 

and ts8 of Ac MNPV, were found to be defective in a very early function at the restrictive 

temperature (33 °C) (40,95). Studies on these temperature-sensitive mutants further 

suggest that at least two regulatory sequences or two early regulatory polypeptides are 

involved in the onset of viral DNA synthesis (40). It is obvious that virus replication is 

obstructed at the very early stages of infection at the restrictive temperature in 

nonpermissive infections. Viral DNA synthesis seems to be the critical criterion to 

distinguish nonpermissive from semipermissive infections. 

The best studied semipermissive cell system is the adenoviras. Ad 2, infection of 

primary African green monkey kidney cells (2,36,64). The block in viral replication in 

monkey Cells involves aberrant late gene expression at the level of mRNA processing and 

translation (43,65,66,67). Host range mutants of Ad 2 (Ad hr 400 to 403) that replicate 

efficiendy in monkey cells contain mutations mapped to the amino-terminal portion of the 

72K DNA binding protein (102). Similarly, normal expression of Ad 2 late genes can 

occur in monkey cells in die presence of a function specified by S V 40 large T antigen 

(23,42). Eggerding and Pierce (28) compared die Ad 2-infected rodent cell lines and 

productively infected human cells with respect to viral replication and defined several 
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modes of semipermissive infection in rodent cells. These modes are: 1) diminished virus 

progeny production associated with expression of early viral proteins, approximately 

normal DNA synthesis, and reduced accumulation of late structural proteins, particularly 

fiber; 2) delayed accumulation of normal levels of 72K DNA binding protein (DBP), 

apparendy normal viral DNA synthesis, and drastically reduced, almost absent late protein 

expression; 3) low levels of expression of all early proteins examined, including the DBP 

which were correlated widi abnormalities in DNA replication and defective late protein 

production. 

Baculovirus Host Specificity Studies 

It is claimed, from little evidence, that most baculoviruses have a narrow host range in 

vivo and in vitro (58). Volkman and Goldsmith (128) showed, by a 

peroxidase-antiperoxidase assay, that Ac MNPV could not replicate in 35 vertebrate cell 

lines tested. Burand et sL (12) demonstrated that the host range of several baculoviruses 

could not be extended by transfection with viral DNA. However, Carbonell et al. (14) 

found that Ac MNPV is able to adsorb, penetrate, uncoat, and present its DNA in an 

expressible form to transcriptional factors of insect cells which are normally considered to 

be nonpermissive to Ac MNPV infection, and they demonstrated that a very important 

component of the ability of the virus to mediate expression of its genes in nonpermissive 

hosts is the type of promoter controlling gene transcription. 

Although baculovirus permissive infections have been well characterized at the cellular 

and organismal level, very litde is known about semipermissive infections, and there are 

only two papers on the role of semipermissive infections in the establishment and 

maintenance of chronic systems (16,90). Carpenter and Bilimoria (16) suggested that Sf 

MNPV repUcation in the semipermissively infected X ni cells was restricted at or prior to 

the early stages of virion morphogenesis, and McClintock el aL (90) concluded that Ac 

MNPV replication in the semipermissive gypsy moth cell line was blocked during the early 

phase of virus infection. 

Three model systems, designated as system I, II and in, for host range studies have 

been established in our laboratory. System I consists of Ac MNPV, a variant of the A. 

califomica / Trichoplusia ni group of vimses, and of X ni 368 (TN-368) and Spodoptera 

frugiperda IPLB-21 AE (SF IPLB-21 AE) cell cultures. Ac MNPV replicates in bodi the 

above cell lines. The variant replicates poorly in SF IPLB-21 AE cells (semipermissive 

component) but normally in TN-368 cells (permissive component) (15,39). System II 
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consists of Spodoptera frugiperda multi-nucleocapsid polyhedrosis virus (Sf MNPV), Ac 

MNPV. S. fnigiperda IPLB-21 (SF IPLB-21), and TN-368 cell lines. Ac MNPV 

multiplies normally in both of the cell cultures, whereas Sf MNPV replication is aborted in 

TN-368 cells but expressed normally in SF IPLB-21 cell culture. System III consists of 

Ac MNPV, Bombvx mori (Bm) and SF IPLB- 21 cell cultures. Ac MNPV produces high 

levels of infectious virus in both permissive Sf and semipermissive Bm cell lines. 

However, PIBs are not produced in infected Bm cells and 8 other late viral proteins are also 

not made. These results indicate that host restriction of baculoviruses may occur at various 

stages of the replication cycle (6). 

Purpose and Scope 

This research is a continuation of System II studies. Previous infection kinetic studies 

revealed that progeny viruses were produced in the semipermissive component; the 

infectious virus yield was at least 700-fold lower than that in the positive controls. Electron 

microscopic studies showed that the vast majority of progeny nucleocapsids in 

semipermissive infections were not enveloped and were found in only 5 % of infected X ni 

cells, the remaining 95 % of the cells exhibited cytopathic effects as well as virogenic 

stroma (16). Carpenter and Bilimoria (16) proposed that the block is prior to virus 

assembly. 

In order to further understand the mechanism of host specificity governing gene 

regulation and precisely define the stage and level at which viral gene expression is 

suppressed, it is fundamental to perform comparative studies of the kinetics of 

virus-induced macromolecular synthesis in both permissive and semipermissive 

components. Therefore, System U was investigated at replication and translational levels in 

this research. The kinetics of viral DNA and virus-specific polypeptide synthesis were 

determined by dot blot hybridization and 7-20 % exponential gradient PAGE, respectively. 

3^S-methionine was used to label polypeptides in all the experiments, and an ^H-amino 

acid mixture was used with 35s-methionine to detect the polypeptides not containing 

methionine. Post-translational modification of ICSP synthesis was investigated by 

pulse-chase labeling. The regulation of ICSP synthesis was demonstrated by blocking the 

ICSP synthesis at various stages with metabolic inhibitor, cycloheximide. The role of 

DNA replication in ICSP syndiesis was determined by cytosine arabinoside treatment. 

The results obtained from diis research help to further determine the stage of restriction 

in System II and to open the way for more sophisticated experiments aimed at determining 
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the precise step and exact molecular mechanisms of restriction in the semipermissive host. 

These developments will allow the identification of genes or regulatory sequences 

governing host specificity and thus allow for the intelligent construction of desirable hybrid 

"superviruses" and gene expression vectors. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cells and Virus 

Continuous cell lines of Vaughn's SF IPLB-21 and Hink's TN-368 cells were 

maintained in Hink's TNM-FH medium with 10 % fetal bovine serum (49). Both cell 

lines were subcultured at a ratio of 1:10, TN-368 cells at 3 day intervals and SF IPLB-21 

cells at 4 day intervals. 

Sf MNPV extracellular virus samples were obtained from Dr. A. H. Mcintosh and 

grown in SF IPLB-21 cells as described by Vaughn (122). Viruses that has gone through 

two passages of plaque purification were used in this research (132). The restriction 

endonuclease digestion patterns of Sf MNPV DNA were compared with those of other 

variants as reported by Knell and Summers (68). Thus, the strain we used was determined 

to be "type D" virus by their classification. The infectivity of the virus was determined by 

the TCID 50 method (8). 

Isotopic Labeling and Purification of Sf MNPV 
Extracellular Virions 

Log phase SF IPLB-21 and TN-368 cells were infected widi Sf MNPV at a multiplicity 

of infection (M.O.I.) of 10. After the removal of the virus inoculum, the cells were 

washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 6.2), followed by the addition of 

complete medium containing 200 |iCi of ^H-thymidine (73 Ci/mmole, ICN) per ml. At 3 

to 5 days post-infection, the cells and media were collected, frozen and thawed three times, 

then cell debris was removed by centrifugation for 10 min at 1,000 x g and virus was 

pelleted by recentrifuging the supernatant for 30 min at 75,000 x g. The pellet was 

resuspended and the suspension containing extracellular virions was layered onto linear 

sucrose gradients (1.0 - 2.25 M) and centrifuged at 60,000 x g for 1.5 hr. The sucrose 

gradients were fractionated, and aliquots from each fraction were counted in a liquid 

scintillation spectrophotometer (Beckman, LS 7500) 

Viais and Polyhedrin Purification 

Extracellular virions were purified by the procedure described by Stiles and Wood 

(114) with the following modifications. At 48 hr p.i. the medium from infected cultures 

was carefully removed. This medium, containing the budded extracellular virions, was 

centrifuged at 300 x g for 3 min to remove cells, and the supernatant was centrifuged 
16 
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through 20 % (w/w) sucrose (1 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.5) at 66,000 x g for 1 hr. The vims 

pellet was suspended in 1 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5), layered onto a 25-56 % w/w sucrose 

gradient, and centrifuged at 30,000 x g, 5 °C for 3 hr. The virus band was collected, 

diluted with 3 volumes of 1 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5), and centrifuged at 66,000 x g, 5 °C 

for 1 hour. The pellet was suspended in 50 [il 1 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5). 

Polyhedrin was extracted from infected cells and purified as described by Summers and 

Smith (118). Briefly, infected cells were harvested at 120 hr p.i. and centrifuged at 3,000 

X g for 15 min. The pellet was resuspended with Tris buffer (pH 7.5), then sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was added to a final concentration of 0.4 %, and the preparation was 

left overnight at room temperature. The suspension was layered onto a 20 to 60 % sucrose 

gradient solution, and centrifuged at 90,000 x g for 1 hr. The polyhedrin band was 

collected and washed three times with Tris buffer (pH 7.5). 

Protein Kinetics 

Incorporation of radioactive isotopes 

TN-368 and SF IPLB-21 cells in logarithmic phase of growth in Costar 6 well trays (2 

to 3 X 105 cells/10 cm^ growth surface) were inoculated with Sf MNPV at a multiplicity of 

20 plaque-forming units (PFU) per cell and rocked at 28 °C (speed 2 for 2 hours) on a 

Bellco rocker platform. At specified time intervals, the cells were washed and pulsed for 1 

hr with 10 [iCi per well of 35s-methionine (800 Ci / mmol, NEN) or ^H-amino acid 

mixture (250 mCi / mg, ICN) diluted in 0.6 ml G-aa medium (TNM FH medium without 

amino acids). In pulse experiments, the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 300 x g 

for 3 min. In pulse-chase experiments, the cells were washed with PBS after 1 hr labeling 

and incubated in fresh TNM FH medium for another 12 hr prior to harvesting. 

Exponential Gradient SDS Polyacrylamide 
Gel Electrophoresis and Ruorography 

The harvested cells were resuspended in sample dissociation buffer and heated in a 

boiling water badi for 3 min according to LaemmU (73). Samples were stored at -20 °C. 

Aliquots containing 1 x 105 cpm of incorporated 35S-methionine or ^H-amino acid 

mixture were loaded onto each well of a 15 x 16 x 0.075 cm gel composed of 4 % stacking 

gel and 7-20 % exponential gradient (31). Electrophoresis was performed at a constant 15 

mA for approximately 5.5 hr. The gels were impregnated with "EnHance" (NEN), dried 

onto gel backing papers (Biorad) under vacuum for 5.5 hr at 75 °C and exposed against 

Kodak X-Omat R X-ray film. Care was taken to avoid overexposure and resulting 
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saturation of the film. The fluorograms were scanned and analyzed with an E-C 

densitometer coupled to an Apple He microcomputer. The software utilized was "ZEINEH 

VIDEOPHORESIS II" (electrophoresis reporting integrater program, BIOMED 

INSTRUMENTS INC.). 

The molecular weights of ICSPs were determined by using high molecular weight 

prestained protein markers (12K to 200K) (BRL), die distances migrated were marked on 

the dried gel with ^H radioactive ink before exposure to X-ray film. 

Use of Inhibitors 

To maximize the inhibition effect and minimize the impairment on cells, the 

concentration of inhibitor and die timing of treatment (e.g., pre-infection or co-infection 

treatment) were determined. Treatment conditions sufficient to reduce subsequent isotope 

incorporation by at least 90 % (14) were adopted for all experiments. Briefly, a protein 

synthesis inhibitor, CX, was introduced into cell culture medium to yield a final 

concentration of 200 |ig/ml. A DNA synthesis inhibitor, cytosine arabinoside (Ara-C) or 

hydroxyurea (Hyu), was added to cell culture medium to yield a final concentration of 100 

|ig/ml. An RNA synthesis inhibitor, actinomycin D, was used at a final concentration of 

10 |ig/ml. After treatment, cells were removed from the treated culture media and washed 

three times with PBS (pH 6.2) before addition of medium containing radioisotopes (59). 

Isolation of Viral DNA 

Sf MNPV DNA was isolated from extracellular virus by the procedure described by 

Smith and Summers (109). The medium was removed from infected cells (in T-25 

flasks), and 1 ml of 1 x cell lysis buffer (300 mM Tris, 100 mM KCl, 20 mM Mg acetate, 

10 % Nonidet P-40, pH 7.5) was added to lyse the cell membrane. The preparation was 

centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 10 min, then washed with 1 mM Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 7.4) 

and incubated widi 1/10 volume of 10 % Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS) and 1 mg proteinase 

K (Type XI, SIGMA) at 55 °C for 1 hr. The viral DNA was extracted with 

phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol and pelleted by centrifugation at 12,000 x g for 30 

min. 

Nick Translation 

Viral DNA was isotopically labeled by nick translation with a-32p-dCTP (3,000 

Ci/mmol, NEN) by the procedure of Rigby et M- (103). The nick-translated viral DNA 

was separated from unincorporated label with a Bio-Rad P-10 column. The probe was 
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denatured in 0.1 volume of 1 M NaOH, boiled for 5 min, then neutralized widi 0.1 volume 

of 1 N HCl. 

DNA-DNA Dot Blot Hvbridization 

Total DNAs harvested at 4 hr intervals from infected and uninfected SF IPLB-21 cells 

were prepared according to the method described above (isolation of viral DNA). Samples 

(0.75 fig) of DNA were spotted onto nitrocellulose filters (NC) (NEN) in a Hybri Dot 

Manifold (BRL), denatured by saturating die NC in 0.2 M NaOH for 20 min, dien 

neutralized by saturating with 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.0 for 20 min. The NC was baked in 

vacuo at 80 °C for 2 hr and prepared for hybridization by soaking in one change of 4 x 

SSC (1 X SSC = 0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M Na citrate) at 58 °C for 30 min, one change of 4 x 

SSC and Denhardt's solution (0.02 % bovine serum albumin, 0.02 % poly-

vinylpyrolidone, 0.02 % FicoU) at 58 °C for 3 hr, then in hybridization buffer (4 x SSC, 1 

X Denhardt's solution, 60 p-g/ml single-stranded calf thymus DNA) at 58 °C for 30 min 

(53). The DNA binding to NC was hybridized to 6 x 10^ cpm/|ig of denatured, 

32p-labeled (by nick translation) Sf MNPV DNA in hybridization buffer for 48 hr at 58°C. 

After hybridization the NC was washed, air dried, and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 

X-Omat AR film at -70 °C with Dupont Cronex Lightening Plus intensifying screens. 

After autoradiography, the hybridized dots from uninfected and infected cell preparations 

were cut and analyzed by liquid scintillation counting. 
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RESULTS 

Cvtopathic Effect in Sf MNPV Infected S. frugiperda 
and T. ni cells 

At four days post-infection, noticeable morphological change detected by 

phase-contrast microscopy was observed in infected Si frugiperda and X ni cells (FIG. 

1). Typical cytopadiic effect, such as cell swelling, aggregation, nuclear hypertrophy and 

the presence of polyhedral inclusion bodies (PEBs) in the nucleus, were observed in 

infected Ŝ  frugiperda cells but not in uninfected control cells (FIGs. 1A and IB). Similar 

cytopathic effects were also detected in infected X ni cells, except that no PIBs were 

observed during the replication cycle (RGs. IC and ID). These results are in agreement 

with Carpenter and Bilimoria's study of viral morphogenesis in System n (16). These 

workers also demonstrated the early stage cytopathic effect in the semipermissively infected 

cells by both light and electron microscopy; however, infectious virus yield was very low 

(5 X 10^ PFU/ml), and morphologically defective virus particles were observed in 

approximately 5 % of the cell population. The low titer of infectious virus they observed 

does not preclude the possibility that these viruses were not progeny viruses but the 

residual inoculum. 

To confirm if viral particles and infectious virions were produced at substantial levels in 

infected X n i cells, two experimental approaches were utilized. In the first approach, Sf 

MNPV was used for infection. Virus particles from infected S^ fingiperda and X ni cells 

were radiolabeled with ^H-thymidine for 3 to 5 days p.i., and radiolabeled virus was 

assessed with density gradients. The medium from infected X ni cells was harvested at 

day 5 p.i. to maximize virion production because no obvious cytopathic effect was 

observed until 5 days p.i. The culture media from infected S, frugiperda cells at 3 and 5 

days p.i. were used as controls. No radioactivity was detected in the gradient containing 

the sample from Sf MNPV infected X ni cells, whereas the gradient containing the pellet 

from Sf MNPV infected S^ frugiperda cells 3 days p.i. contained a major and a minor band 

(FIG. 2, peak 1 and 2). The area of the major band with the greatest amount of 

radioactivity corresponded to the area of the gradient in which Sf MNPV virion banded 

(data not shown), and this density is in agreement with the reported density that of S^ 

frugiperda extracellular virion in sucrose equilibrium density gradients (70). However, in 

the gradient layered widi 5 day extracts of infected Si fhigiperda cells, only one minor peak 

20 



FIG. 1. Phase-contrast microscopy of TN-368 and SF IPLB-21 cells infected with Sf 
MNPV (800 X). A and C: uninfected Si frugiperda and X ni cells. B and D: Sx 
frugiperda and X ni cells infected with Sf MNPV at M. 0 .1 . of 20 at 4 days "^ 
post-infection. 
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FIG. 2. Sucrose density gradients of Sf MNPV extracellular virus. 
Culture media radiolabeled with ^H-thymidine were collected from 
Sf MNPV infected SF IPLB-21 and TN-368 ceUs. Resuspended 
ECV solution was layered onto a linear sucrose gradient (1.0-2.25 
M) and centrifuged at 60,000 x g for 1.5 hr. Samples (400 
|il/fraction) were collected from the bottom of the centrifuge tube 
and quantified by scintillation counting. Peaks 1 and 3: ECV, Peak 
2: cellular DNA. 
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was detected in the same region of the gradient in which the major peak was detected from 

3 day infected ^ fingiperda cells. (FIG. 2, peak 3). A possible reason for the decline in 

this virion peak is that the bulk of the virions already are embedded into inclusion bodies by 

5 days post-infection. No viral panicles were detected in the semipermissive infection 

under these assay conditions. 

In the second approach, infectious Sf MNPV (passage 1 material) was inoculated into 

Si fhigiperda and X ni cells. At day 4 p.i., media (passage 2 material) from each of the 

cultures were collected and inoculated into fresh cultures of S. frugiperda and X ni cells. 

After 4 days infection, the cultures were labeled widi 35s-methionine for 1 hr, then 

harvested for the analysis of infected cell-specific polypeptide (ICSP) synthesis (see FIG. 

3 for details). FIG. 3 indicates that no ICSP was detected in Si fingiperda and X ni cells 

inoculated widi the culture medium from infected X ni cells. However, cells inoculated 

with the culture medium from infected Ŝ  fingiperda cells showed 14 and 3 ICSPs in 

infected S^ frugiperda and X ni cells, respectively. It is obvious that littie or no infectious 

virus was produced in passage 3 inoculum from X ni cells to induce detectable levels of 

ICSP synthesis. The lighter density of polypeptide bands on lane 4 as compared to those 

on the control (TNC) may be artifacts caused by gel electrophoresis or labeling (FIG. 3). 

The results from the above experiments clearly demonstrate that only very small 

amounts, if any, of the nucleocapsids or infectious virus were produced in X ni cells after 

Sf MNPV infection. 

The Kinetics of Infected Cell-Specific Polypeptide Synthesis 
in S. frugiperda Cells Permissively Infected with Sf MNPV 

In order to identify and classify ICSPs synthesized in semipermissive infection, it is 

essential to obtain base line data for ICSP synthesis in the productive Sf MNPV infection. 

Infected and mock-infected (uninfected) Si frugiperda cells were pulse labeled with 

35S-methionine for 1 hour then harvested at 2 hr intervals up to 24 hr p.i. The results are 

shown in Figures 4A and 4B. Four ICSPs (103K,97K,80K and 67K daltons) were 

initially detected at 2 hr p.i. An additional 23 ICSPs were detected by 12 hr p.i. (Table 1). 

Among those ICSPs, the 28K polypeptide, which co-migrated with occlusion body matrix 

protein, was identified as polyhedrin protein (HG. 4B). From 14 hr p.i., host protein 

synthesis was evidently inhibited, and a maximum of 28 ICSPs were resolved. No 

additional ICSPs were detected beyond 14 hr p.i. Some of the ICSPs were transient and 

were not detectable during late stages of infection (FIG. 4B and Table 1). 

Based on die change in the relative rate (as determined by microdensitometric analysis 

of fluorograms) of polypeptide synthesis with the progress of infection , ICSPs were 
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FIG. 3. Fluorogram of ICSP synthesis in Si fnigiperda and X ni cells inoculated with the 
culture media which contained passage 2 Sf MNPV from infected Si fnigiperda and X ni 
cells, respectively. At 4 days post-infection, cells were labeled with 35s-methionine for 1 
hr then harvested. The numbers on the far right are the molecular weights of ICSPs in 
thousands. SF: Spodoptera frugiperda cell line (SF IPLB-21); TN: Trichoplusia ni cell Hne 
(TN 368); C: uninfected control. Dashes: ICSPs 
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FIG. 4A. Fluorogram of Spodoptera fnigiperda MNPV (Sf MNPV) infected Si frugiperda 
cells pulse-labeled for 1 hr with 35s-methionine at 2 to 12 hr p.i. Virus-infected (V) as 
compared to mock-infected (C) samples were seperated by polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (PAGE) and visualized by fluorography as described in Materials and 
Methods. Infected cell-specific proteins (ICSPs) are indicated by dashes. The numbers 
on the far right indicate the molecular weight in thousands. Bold number (28) represents 
the molecular weight of polyhedrin. 
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FIG. 4B. Ruorogram of Sf MNPV infected S. fnigiperda cells pulse-labeled for 1 hr with 
^5s-methionine at 14 to 24 hr p.i. The two lanes on the far right represent 35s-methionine 
labeled ICSPs from tissue culture-derived extracellular virions (SP) and polyhedra (P), 
respectively. The adjacent numbers indicate the molecular weight in thousands. The bold 
number (28) represents the molecular weight of polyhedrin. <-: structural ICSP. See 
legend to FIG. 4A. 
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TABLE 1 

ICSPs Detected in Sf MNPV Infected Si fnigiperda Cells 

MWXlO-3 TIME OF TYPEa TYPEb STRUCTURALC 
APPEARANCE PROTEIN 

(hr p.i.) 

124 
103 
97 
89 
85 
84 
80 
73 
67 
55 
52 
49 
45 
43 
39 
37 
30 
29 
28 
27 
23 
20 
19 
17 
16 
11 
10 
9 

6-18 
2-18 
2-18 
6-14 
10-24 
10-24 
2-20 
12-16 
2-16 
8-24 
8-24 
6-24 
12-24 
6-12 
6-12 
4-24 
6-20 
8-24 
8-24 
12-24 
14-24 
12-24 
12-24 
8-24 
12-24 
10-24 
12-24 
10-24 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
B 
B 
C 
B 
B 
B 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
a 
P 
a 
P 
P 
P 
T 
P 
P 
P 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
Polyhedrin 

-1-

-1-

-f-

+ 

a. Temporal classes of ICSP synthesis (see RG. 4C and text for details) 

b. Cascade regulation classes ( see lengend to RG. 12B) 

c. + indicates structural polypeptides of extracellular virion 
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classified into the following three groups (FIG. 4C). 1) Type A ICSPs (80K and 67K): 

The maximum rate of synthesis occurred at very early stages of infection (2 hr p.i.) and 

declined rapidly to undetectable levels during the late stage. 2) Type B ICSPs 

(124K,103K,97K,89K,87K,86K,73K,55K,52K,49K and 37K): The peak rate of 

synthesis was between 6 and 8 hr p.i., then declined to very low but detectable levels. 3) 

Type C ICSPs (43K,29K,28K,23K,20K,19K,17K,16K,11K,10K and 9K). These 

ICSPs were detected after 6 hr p.i., and the rate of synthesis kept rising until the very late 

stages of infection. 

The dominant ICSPs at various stages of infection were: type A at early stage (2-4 hr), 

type B at 6-8 hr p.i., and type C beyond 12 hr p.i. Our categorization of Sf MNPV ICSPs 

(types A, B and C), on the basis of the change in relative rate of synthesis with progress of 

infection, corresponds with the classification (early, middle and late) of Ac NPV ICSPs, 

based on time course of infection in infected SF cells (26). Structural ICSPs including 

polyhedrin were resolved by SDS PAGE of sucrose gradient purified extracellular virion 

and polyhedrin protein (FIG. 4B). A total of eleven structural ICSPs were identified 

(Table 1 and FIG. 4B). 

Since the plOK ICSP in Ac MNPV infected cells contains no mediionine and, 

therefore, can not be labeled by 35s-methionine (109), I utilized a ^H-amino acid mixture 

to see if this were also true for Sf MNPV. Figure 5 shows that of the ICSPs detected by 

35S-methionine labeling at 10 and 22 hr p.i. was missing when a mixture of ^H-amino 

acids was used as precursor. Since this demonstrates that all ICSPs above detectable levels 

contained methionine, only 35s-methionine was utilized as a protein precursor for all of the 

remaining experiments. 

Post-translational modification was investigated by pulse and chase experiments. 

Duplicate Si frugiperda cell cultures were pulse labeled widi 35S-mediionine for 1 hr at 20 

hr p.i. One group of the cells was harvested at die end of labeling, whereas the other one 

was washed, replaced widi fresh medium and chased for anodier 20 hours. In the chase 

labeled cells, two ICSPs (27K and 9K) detected in the pulsed labeled cells were missing, 

and two unique high intensity polypeptides (15K and 12K) were detected (FIG. 6). My 

interpretation for these findings is diat the 27K ICSP may be the precursor of 15K and 12K 

ICSPs, and the 9K ICSP may be processed to small polypeptides that ran off the gel (FIG. 

6). Aldiough post-translational modification was not observed in Ac MNPV infection (26), 

it seems to occur in Sf MNPV infected Si fnigiperda cells. More experiments are needed to 

to confirm this conclusion. 
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FIG. 4C. Change in the rate of ICSP synthesis with progress of 
infection. The ICSPs were grouped into three distinct classes (A, 
B and C) represented by the typical patterns shown in the figure. 
Relative rates of ICSP synthesis were determined by 
pulse-labeling infected and mock-infected cells for 1 hr with 
35s-methionine (10 }iCi/ml; 800 Ci/mmol) at the times shown. 
Cell extracts were analyzed by 7 - 20 % gradient PAGE and 
polypeptide bands were visualized by fluorography. The relative 
rates of incorporation were determined by scanning of fluorograms 
and integration of peaks with a densitometer (E-C corporation) 
coupled to an Apple He microcomputer. 
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10 hr 22 hr 

FIG. 5 Comparison of fluorograms of Sf MNPV infected Si frugiperda cells pulse-labeled 
with 35s-methionine (S35) and a mixture of ^H-amino acid (H3) at 10 and 22 hr p.i. The 
numbers on the far right are the molecular weight of ICSPs in thousands. C: 
mock-infected cells labeled with 35s-mediiomne ; Dots: ICSPs. 
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FIG. 6. Post-translational modification of ICSPs in Sf MNPV infected Si frugiperda cells. 
Infected cells were pulse-labeled with 35s-methionine at 20 hr p.i. for 2 hours, then either 
harvested (V) or washed and replaced with fresh medium and chased (Ch) for anodier 20 
hours. The numbers on the right indicate the molecular weights (x 10'^) of ICSPs. Dashes 
represent ICSPs. Arrows (<-) indicate the position of proteins that lost radioactivity during 
chase. Dots indicate newly formed ICSPs. C: uninfected cells. 
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The Kinetics of Infected Cell-Specific Polypeptide Synthesis 

in T. ni Cells Semipermissively Infected with Sf MNPV 

To determine which ICSPs were synthesized in the semipermissive infection, infected 

X ni cells were processed as described previously. The comparative kinetics of ICSP 

synthesis in semipermissive and permissive infections is described below. 

Only two ICSPs, which co-migrated widi the 97K and 29K ICSPs observed in infected 

Si frugiperda cells , were detected in X ni cells (FIG. 7) : the 97K was first detectable at 4 

hr p.i. and the 29K at 12 hr p.i. (FIGs. 8 A and 8B). However, the relative rates of 

synthesis of these two ICSPs were different from those in infected SL fhigiperda cells 

(FIG. 9). In the permissive infection, the rate of synthesis of the 97K ICSP (type B) 

peaked at 6 hr p.i., whereas it kept rising and formed a plateau in the semipermissive 

infection (HG. 9A). The 29K ICSP (type C) formed a plateau similar to that of die 97K 

ICSP in infected X ni cells (FIG. 9B). Host protein synthesis was not significantly 

inhibited during the semipermissive infection (FIGs. 8A and 8B). No unique ICSPs were 

discovered during semipermissive infection. Most of the ICSPs resolved in infected S^ 

fhigiperda cells could not be detected, and no early type A ICSPs were detected in this 

semipermissive system. 

Effect of Inhibition of Infected Cell Protein Synthesis on 
Subsequent Synthesis of ICSPs in Infected 

S. frugiperda Cells 

Experiments described in this and subsequent sections concern the question as to 

whether synthesis of any group of ICSPs is dependent on, or affected by , the synthesis of 

other groups of ICSPs. The experiments described in this section deal specifically with the 

synthesis of ICSPs immediately after removal of die protein syndiesis inhibitor, 

cycloheximide (CX), present from die time of infection. 

CX 200 |ig/ml and 50 |ig/ml was added to the cells either at 30 min before infection 

(pre-infection) or together widi virus inoculation at time 0 hr p.i. All the cells were labeled 

with 35s-methionine for 2 hours, then the polypeptides were electrophoretically separated 

by SDS PAGE. Figure 10 shows that in CX treatment, there was no significant difference 

between pre-infected and co-infected samples, and the concentration of 200 |ig/ml 

effectively inhibited polypeptide synthesis. Therefore, in the following experiment CX 

(200 |ig/ml) was added to S. fnigiperda cells at time 0 hr after infection with Sf MNPV. 

The inhibitor was removed at 5 hr p.i.; treated and untreated cells were given a 1 hour pulse 

with 35s-mediionine. Fluorograms of the electrophoretically separated polypeptides 
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Sf Tn 
C V V C (MWx10'^) 

FIG. 7. Ruorogram of ICSPs synthesized in Sf MNPV infected S. fnigiperda and 
Trichoplusia m cells pulse-labeled with 35s-methionine at 14 hr p.i. The adjacent numbers 
indicate the molecular weights. C: mock-nfected cells; V: virus-infected cells; Dashes: 
ICSPs synthesized in X ni and Si fingiperda cells. 
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FIG. 8A. Ruorogram of Sf MNPV infected X ni cells pulse-labeled for 1 hr with 
35s-methionine at 2 to 12 hr p.i. The number on the far right indicates molecular weight in 
thousands. C: mock-infected cells; V: virus-infected cells; Dashes: ICSPs synthesized in X 
ni cells. 
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FIG. 8B. Fluorogram of Sf MNPV infected X ni cells pulse-labeled for 1 hr with 
35s-methionine at 14 to 24 hr p.i. The numbers on the far right indicate the molecular 
weight in thousands. C: mock-infected cells; V: virus-infected cells; Dashes: ICSPs 
synthesized in X ni cells. 
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the relative rates of ICSP synthesis in X ni and Ŝ  
frugiperda cells infected with Sf MNPV. See legend to HG. 4C. 
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FIG. 10. Fluorogram of polypeptide synthesis in infected Si ftaigiperda cells under various 
concentrations and times of addition of cycloheximide (CX). Ŝ  frugiperda cells in lanes 1 
and 2 were pretreated with CX for 30 min before inoculation of Sf MNPV; lanes 3 and 4 
were cotreated with CX when virus was inoculated. Lanes 1 and 3, 50 |ig/ml CX was used; 
lanes 2 and 4, 200 ug/ml was used. All the cells were labeled with 35s-methionine when 
virus was added at time 0 p.i., and harvested at 2 hr p.i. V: untreated infected cells; C: 
untreated uninfected cells. 
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syndiesized in diese treated cells are shown in FIG. 11 with ICSPs detected in untreated 

cells at earUer (2 to 3 hr), middle (5 to 6 hr) and later (18 to 19 hr) times in die virus growth 

cycle. Comparison of these samples showed that die ICSPs made immediately after 

removal of CX at 5 hr were only a subset of the ICSPs made in untreated cells at 5 hr 

post-infection. Of this subset, the ICSPs made in largest amounts in treated cells (i.e., 

80K and 67K) were those characteristically made at early and not at late times in untreated 

cells; diis is evident from comparison widi the fluorograms of ICSPs made between 2 and 

3 hr, 5 and 6 hr and 18 and 19 hr post-infection (FIG. 11). From this experiment, the 

ICSPs (i.e.,80K and 67K) detected above can be defined as polypeptides which are 

synthesized at very early time and without the prerequisite of polypeptide synthesis. 

Furthermore, it also demonstrates that subsequent ICSPs were not produced if those early 

ICSPs were not made. 

Relationship between the Time of Addition of CX and 
the Rates of Synthesis of ICSPs Immediately after 

Removal of Inhibitor in Sf MNPV Infected 

S. frugiperda Cells 

This experiment was designed to determine whether the synthesis of the ICSPs which 

were not made immediately after CX treatment at or shortly after the time of infection, 

required a specific interval of prior protein synthesis in the infected cell and whether ICSPs 

could be further differentiated into groups on the basis of such requirements. In this 

experiment, CX was added to cultures at 4 hr intervals from 0 to 16 hr after infection (RG. 

12A). The inhibitor was removed from all cultures at 18 hr p.i.; treated and untreated 

infected cells were labeled widi 35s-mediionine from 18 to 19 hr p.i. Analysis of die 

results of such an experiment, presented in RG. 12A suggest the following: 

Quantitative analyses of the rates of syndiesis of ICSPs as a function of the time of 

addition of CX (FIG. 12B) permitted recognition of three groups of ICSPs. These groups, 

designated a (early), p (middle) and y (late), differed in then- requirements for a prior 

interval of protein syndiesis for dieir own synthesis to take place immediately after 
treatment with CX. 

ICSPs of the a group (e.g., 80K and 67K) were synthesized immediately upon 

removal of CX added at die time of infection or a short interval later (RG. 12A). Initial 

rates of synthesis of a ICSPs were progressively reduced by delaying the time of addition 

of CX (FIGs. 12A and 12B). a ICSPs which conespond to type A ICSPs were 

synthesized in untreated cultures at the highest rates from 2 to 4 hr p.i. (RG. 4C). Based 

on the temporal patterns of their syndiesis they were classified above as type A. All die a 

ICSPs were made upon removal of CX added at the time of infection, i.e., their syndiesis 
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FIG. 11. Ruorogram of ICSPs pulse-labeled for 1 hr in untreated Si fnigiperda cells with 
35s-methionine at 2, 5 and 18 hr p.i., and in treated cells at 5 to 6 hr p.i. immediately after 
the removal of cycloheximide (200 |ig/ml) added at 0 hr p.i. Molecular weights (x 10" )̂ of 
ICSPs are indicated on the far right; Dashes: ICSPs; Bold numbers : a ICSPs; C: 
uninfected cells; V: infected cells. 
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FIG. 12A. Ruorogram of ICSPs in untreated control S. fnigiperda cells pulse-labeled for 1 
hr with 35s-mediionine at 8 and 18 hr post-infection, and from 18 to 19 hr p.i. 
immediately after the removal of cycloheximide (200 |ig/ml) added at time 0,4, 8,12,16 
hr p.i., respectively. Molecular weights of ICSPs are indicated on the far right, a, p and y 
are the three cascade activation classes of ICSP synthesis (see text for details). C: untreated 
uninfected cells; V: untreated infected cells; Dashes: ICSPs. 
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n o . 12B. Initial rates of synthesis of a (67K), p (124K) and y (45K) 
ICSPs obser\'ed on removal of cycloheximide (CX) added at different 
times and removed simultaneously at 18 hr post-infection. The data are 
expressed as the ratio of die percentage of total radioactivity incorporated 
into die polypeptide immediately after removal of CX (CX was removed at 
18 hr and cultures were labeled from 18 to 19 hr) to the percentage of 
incorporation into the same polypeptide in untreated cultures labeled from 
18 to 19 hr. Data points were plotted as a function of die time of addition 
of die inhibitor and are based on analyses of fiuorograms similar to diat 
shown in FIG. 12A. 
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did not require prior infected cell protein synthesis. In addition, the initial rates of 

syndiesis of a ICSPs were reduced in cultures exposed to CX at successively later 

intervals after infection (FIG. 12B). 

ICSPs of the second group, p, were not synthesized immediately on removal of CX 

added before 0 hr p.i. (FIGs. 12A and 12B). Additions of CX later than 0 hr p.i. resulted 

in increasing initial rates of synthesis of p ICSPs. In certain instances, for example, in 

cultures treated widi CX beginning between 4 and 12 hr until 18 hr p.i., the initial rates of 

synthesis exceeded those observed in untreated cells (incorporation ratio >1). In untreated 

cultures, P ICSPs which correspond to type B ICSPs were syndiesized at highest rates 

from 6 to 8 hr p.i.(FIG. 4C). Based on die temporal patterns of dieir synthesis, they were 

classified as belonging to type B. 

The third group of ICSPs, y, likewise required an interval of infected cell protein 

synthesis before they were syndiesized (RG. 12A); diey differed from P ICSPs in the 

duration of this interval and in the initial rates of syndiesis after removal of drug 

(RG. 12B). Thus, y proteins were not made immediately on removal of CX added before 

about 8 hr p.i. Between 8 and 10 hr p.i., the later the exposure of infected cells to CX, the 

higher were die initial rates of synthesis of y ICSPs (RGs. 12A and 12B). In cells 

exposed to CX between 8 hr p.i. or later and until 18 hr p.i., the initial rates of synthesis of 

Y group ICSPs which correspond to type C ICSPs were the same as diose in untreated 

controls (FIG. 4C). Unlike those of a and P ICSPs, the initial rates of synthesis of y 

ICSPs did not exceed those observed in untreated infected cells (incorporation ratio <1, 

FIG. 12B). On the basis of the kinetics of their synthesis, y ICSPs were classified as 

belonging to type C, i.e., in untreated infected cells they were made at progressively higher 

rates until the end of analysis. 

This "a~>P—>Y' cascade regulation categories corresponds one to one widi temporal 

classes A, B and C based on previously described changes in the rate of synthesis dring the 

repliction cycle. Furthermore, this sequential induction and abundant control model has 

been reported in Ac MNPV and Tn NPV infections (61, 133). It is also reminiscent of the 

regulatory pattem estabUshed for herpesvims infections (51, 52). 

Briefly, types A, B and C temporal classes described earlier conespond to a, P and y 

categories, and this experiment indicates that ICSP syndiesis of Sf MNPV in Ŝ  fnigiperda 

cells is coordinately regulated, and sequentially ordered in a cascade fashion . A cascade 

model has been proposed as follows (see discussion for details): 
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Cascade model of ICSP synthesis 

Relationship between the Time of Addition of CX and the 
Rates of Synthesis of ICSPs Immediatelv after 

Removal of Inhibitor in Sf MNPV 
Infected T. ni Cells 

The treatment of CX described above was adopted for Sf MNPV infected T. ni cells. 

The same ICSPs (97K and 29K) were detected in CX treated T. m cells as compared with 

those in untreated cells. However, the 97K ICSP was detected from 0 to 16 hr p.i. at a 

constant intensity regardless of the time of addition of CX, and the 29K ICSP was detected 

only at the very late stage post-infection (16 hr p.i.) (FIG. 13). The 97K ICSP behaves 

like an a or a P ICSP and the 29K ICSP like a y ICSP. Interestingly, the rate of synthesis 

of the 97K ICSP did not decline during the infection unlike a or p ICSPs in die Sf MNPV 

infection. However, the rate of synthesis of these two ICSPs in this experiment is similar 

to the temporal patterns of their synthesis as described previously (RG. 9). 

The Kinetics of Viral DNA Syntheses in Permissively 
Infected S. frugiperda Cells and Semipermissively 

Infected T. ni Cells 

Carpenter and Bilimoria (16) had reported diat incomplete nucleocapsids were observed 

in semipermissively infected X ni cells indicating that viral DNA repUcation may have been 

initiated (58). It is essential to investigate viral DNA synthesis in the semipermissive 

infection to confirm diis. 

Sf MNPV DNA replication in both permissively and semipermissively infected cells 

was investigated by dot blot hybridization. After infection with virus, cell samples were 

taken at 4 hour intervals for 28 hours. DNA purified from the above samples was 

immobilized onto a nitrocellulose paper and hybridized widi 32p-iabeled Sf MNPV DNA 
probe. 

FIG. 14A shows that viral DNA replication had started by 12 hr p.i. in permissively 

infected S. frugiperda cells; DNA synthesis was also detected in semipermissively infected 
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FIG. 13. Fluorogram of ICSPs in infected T̂  ni cells after removal of cyclohexmide. See 
legend to 12A. C: uninfected cells; V: infected cells; Dashes: ICSPs. 
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FIG. 14. Kinetics of viral DNA synthesis in Sf MNPV infected Si fnigiperda and X. ni 
cells. Viral DNA synthesis was demonstrated by DNA-DNA dot hybridization of 
nick-translated Sf MNPV DNA to total DNA extracted from infected Si frugiperda and T, 
ni cells at 4 hr intervals p.i. DNA from uninfected control cells was analyzed in parallel 
with that from virus-infected cells. A) vmjs-infected T. m and Si fnigiperda cell DNAs 
are shown in rows 2 and 3, respectively. Uninfected X Bl and Si fnigiperda cell DNAs are 
shown in rows 1 and 4. Time intervals (hr) for bodi virus-nfected and uninfected cells are 
indicated on top of the corresponding DNA spots. DNA synthesis in Si fnigiperda and T̂  
ni cells was quantified by scintillation counting of hybridized dots. B) cumulative DNA 
synthesis; C) rate of DNA syndiesis. 
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I i ni cells but at very low levels. After exposing die nitrocellulose paper to X-ray film, 

dots on the paper were cut and quantified by scintillation counting. Figure 14B depicts the 

cumulative viral DNA syndiesis and indicates that, in permissive cells, viral DNA has 

begun to accumulate at 8 hr p.i.; and die transformed data in Figure 14C shows that the 

peak rate of viral DNA syndiesis was reached between 12 and 16 hours p.i. in permissively 

infected S. frugiperda cells. These data confirmed that only very small amounts of viral 

DNA were produced in semipermissively infected T, m cells, and no significant change in 

the rate of synthesis occurred during the time intervals tested. 

ICSP Analysis of the Effect of Metabolic Inhibitors on 
DNA Synthesis in Sf MNPV Infected S. frugiperda 

and T. ni Cells 

When pox-, papova- and adeno-viruses infected cells are treated with DNA synthesis 

inhibitors, such as Ara-C, during the early phase of virus replication, no late, structural 

proteins are produced (38). The interpretation of these findings is that early proteins can be 

synthesized using the infecting parental vims genome, but late proteins can be produced 

only from progeny viral DNA (135). However, in herpesvims infected cultures, all ICSPs 

are made even if DNA synthesis is completely blocked at the time of infection (51). In 

those cells, both nonstructural and structural proteins are synthesized by mRNAs which 

themselves are transcribed from the parental viral genome. The end result is the 

intracellular accumulation of numerous empty virions devoid of DNA. Dobos and Cochran 

(26) reported that die synthesis of ICSPs was not affected in the presence of Ara-C in Ac 

MNPV infected S* frugiperda cells, whereas Kelly and Lescott reported the controversial 

result that Ara-C completely prevented late ICSP synthesis in T̂  ni NPV infected Ŝ  

frugiperda cells (61). 

In connection widi the this studies, it is of interest to determine if late ICSPs are 

produced in Ara-C treated infected cells. Replicate cultures of L fhigiperda cells were 

infected at M. O. I. of 20 PFU/cell and incubated with and widiout Ara-C or hydroxyurea 

(Hyu), respectively. The inhibitors were added at 0, 8 and 16 hr p.i.; they were removed 

at 18 hr p.i., and all cultures were labeled with 35s-methionine for one hour. Samples of 

total cell lysates were dien subjected to electrophoretic analysis. FIG. 15A shows when 

Ara-C was added at 0 or 8 hr p.i., replication was blocked at the end of P ICSP synthesis, 

and no y ICSPs were detected. When Ara-C was added at 16 hr p.i., y ICSPs, 

accompanied by declining synthesis of a and p ICSPs, were abundantiy produced. FIG. 

15B shows die relation between the time of Ara-C addition and the relative rates of a 

(80K), p (49K), y (10K,17K,28K) ICSP synthesis. As described above, y ICSPs were 
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FIG. 15A. Fluorogram of ICSP synthesis after inhibition of DNA synthesis with cytosine 
arabinoside (Ara-C) or hydroxyurea (Hyu). Either Ara-C or Hyu was added to infected 
cells at 0 hr, 8 hr and 16 hr post-infection; inhibitors were removed at 18 hr p.i. Cells 
were washed with phosphate-buffefred saline (PBS), labeled with 35s-methionine for 1 
hour then analyzed. Dashes: ICSPs; C: uninfected control; V: infected control. 
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FIG. 15B. Comparison of die relative rate of ICSP syndiesis in cells 
differing in the time of addition of cytosine arabinoside (Ara-C). 
See legend to 15A for experimental design. Data were quantified by 
E-C densitometer coupled to an Apple He microcomputer The bars 
represent means of two determinations made from seperate 
electrophoresis gels. For classification and definition of a, p and y 
see text and FIG. 12B. The anows indicate the range observed. 
The ordinate indicates their molecular weights of ICSPs. 
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not intensely produced until Ara-C was added at 16 hr p.i.; on the contt-ary, a and p ICSPs 

were abundantly syndiesized only when Ara-C was added at 0 or 8 hr p.i. and declined 

rapidly at 16 hr p.i. This indicates that viral DNA synthesis is a prerequisite for y ICSP 

synthesis and suggests that viral DNA synthesis can be regarded as a criterion for 

distinguishing y ICSPs from a and p ICSPs in System II. The synthesis of y ICSPs was 

accompanied by declines in a and p ICSPs. This result suggests the possible inhibition of 

a and P ICSPs by y ICSPs. 

However, in Hyu treated cells (FIG 15A), detectable amounts of y ICSPs were 

produced even when Hyu was added at 0 or 8 hr p.i. When Hyu was added at 16 hr p.i., 

all of the y ICSPs were syndiesized at die same rate as in untreated cells. It is probable 

that, in T. ni cells, inhibition with Hyu is incomplete allowing part of the viral DNA to 

replicate and subsequentiy induce y ICSP synthesis even when Hyu is added at very early 

times before viral DNA syndiesis. Further analysis of the effect of Hyu on baculovuTis 

DNA replication is required to support this interpretation. 

In the semipermissive infection, Ara-C also was utilized to confirm the stages at which 

the 97K and 29K ICSPs were synthesized. These two ICSPs had been designated as P 

and y ICSPs, respectively, in permissively infected S. frugiperda cells. The same treatment 

as described above for infected Si frugiperda cells was conducted in H ni cells. No 

detectable inhibition of host protein synthesis occurred in this semipermissive infection. 

FIG. 16 shows diat the 29K ICSP was not detected until die addition of Ara-C at 16 hr p.i. 

However, the 97K ICSP was continuously detected at constant intensity regardless of the 

time of adding Ara-C or die synthesis of the 29K ICSP. This finding indicates that the 

29K ICSP syndiesis requures DNA replication and these results confirm its original 

classification as a y ICSP. The 97K ICSP syndiesized in die absence of viral DNA 

replication is either an a or a P ICSP. . 

Effectiveness of Cvtosine Arabinoside on Viral DNA 
Synthesis in Infected S. frugiperda and T. ni Cells 

In order to further confirm diat DNA replication is a prerequisite for y ICSP synthesis, 

it is necessary to determine the effectiveness of Ara-C inhibition of viral DNA synthesis in 

our system. This was done by utilizing dot blot hybridization. All the samples were 

collected at 18 hr post-infection from treated and untreated infected cells to which Ara-C 

was added at 0, 8 and 16 hr p.i. (FIG. 17A). Equal amounts of DNA from each sample 

were immobilized onto a nitrocellulose paper and hybridized widi 32p.iabeled Sf MNPV 

DNA. Radioactively labeled dots were exposed to X-ray film then cut and quantified by 
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scintillation counting. FIG. 17B-C shows that when Ara-C was added at 0 hr and 8 hr 

p.i, the amount of viral DNA synthesized in treated S* frugiperda and X ni cells was less 

than 10% of diat in untreated cells. Thus, Ara-C should be considered as an effective 

inhibitor in this experiment (14). However, when Ara-C was added at 16 hr p.i., only 

52% of the DNA compared to that in untreated controls was synthesized (FIG. 17B-C). 

That the synthesis of almost half the DNA in untreated controls was inhibited suggest that 

DNA replication still was in progress at this time. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, I investigated cytopathic effects, ICSP and viral DNA synthesis in Sf 

MNPV infections of permissive Ŝ  frugiperda and semipermissive X ni cells. My density 

gradient and ICSP expression data (FIGs. 2 and 3) show that no detectable infectious 

virions were made. This conflicts with Carpenter and Bilimoria's report (16) diat 

infectious virions were produced in semipermissively infected Tl m cells, widi the 

approximate titer of 5 x 10^ PFU/ml, about 700-fold lower dian diat of the permissive 

control. Because the strain diey used was replicated in insect larvae, and the one I used 

was grown in a cell culture system, I do not preclude the possibility that a slightiy different 

strain of Sf MNPV was used in my experiments. Furthermore, McClintock et al. also 

concluded that no extracellular virion was released, even when the vims titer was about 3 x 

104 PFU/ml m IPLB-LD-652Y cells semipermissively infected with Ac MNPV. They 

attributed this low titer to the virus inoculum, which remained constant in samples collected 

at various time (90). In comparison with McClintock's data, the titer of Sf MNPV in Ti ni 

cells was much lower dian that of Ac MNPV in IPLB-LD-652Y cells. Therefore, this low 

titer of infectious virus in infected T. ni cells may have come from the residues of vims 

inoculum. 

This is the first study documenting the kinetics of ICSP synthesis in Sf MNPV 

infections. A total of 28 ICSPs of 9K to 124K were detected during the 24 hr test period. 

Eleven ICSPs, with molecular weights of lOK to 124K, were recognized as structural 

polypeptides from extracellular virions in Sf MNPV infected Ŝ  fhigiperda cells. Harrap et 

al. (12) documented 11 structural polypeptides from occluded vims having molecular 

weights of lOK to 90K, and four of them were nucleocapsid polypeptides. The molecular 

weight of Sf MNPV polyhedrin is approximately 28K, smaller dian diat of Ac NPV 

polyhedrin (32K) (11). 

I have shown diat die ICSPs synthesized in Si fingiperda cells can be categorized into 

three classes, types A, B and C based on the change in rate of synthesis with the progress 

of die replication cycle (HG. 4C). Interestingly, synthesis of type A ICSPs dropped to 

undetectable levels beyond 16 hr p.i. in Sf MNPV infection, but in Ac MNPV infected cells 

the syndiesis of early ICSPs was still detectable even after 21 hr p.i. It is conceivable that 

transcripts of type A ICSPs in Ŝ  fnigiperda cells were not continuously synthesized at the 

late stages of infection and not as stable as those in Ac MNPV infection (112). 

53 
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The synthesis of ICSPs in semipermissively infected X ni cells was characterized by 

the same criteria as that in permissively infected S. frugiperda cells. Only two ICSPs, 

which conespond to a 97K, type B, ICSP and a 29K, type C, ICSP in infected Si 

fnigiperda cells, were detected. Interestingly, die kinetic patterns of diese two ICSPs in the 

semipermissive X ni cells differed from tiiose observed in infected Si frugiperda cells in 

that the rate of synthesis of both proteins kept rising until the end of infection (FIG. 9). It 

is possible that targets for feedback inhibition of these two ICSPs are incompatible widi 

factors in die semipermissive cells, or diat ICSPs widi inhibitory function were not made. 

The study of die relation between the time of addition of CX and die rates of synthesis 

of ICSPs immediately after removal of inhibitor in Sf MNPV infected Ŝ  frugiperda cells 

revealed die following. First, the polypeptides specified by Sf MNPV may be divided into 

three groups (a, P and y), whose synthesis appears to be coordinately regulated. Second, 

I discern two kinds of regulatory processes. The first of these turns on the synthesis of the 

three groups of ICSPs sequentially. The second regulatory process turns off, or reduces 

the rate of synthesis, first of the a ICSPs and subsequently of the P ICSPs. This suggests 

a cascade regulation. The data indicate that the onset of synthesis of a, P and y ICSPs has 

different requirements. The a ICSPs are synthesized at peak rates at 2 to 4 hr p.i. in 

untreated cells (FIG. 4C). The turning on of the syndiesis of a ICSPs does not require 

prior vu-al protein synthesis (FIG. 11). Honess and Roizman (51) also reported similar 

phenomena in herpesvirus-infected cells. The synthesis of P ICSPs does require ICSP 

syndiesis, presumably the synthesis of a ICSPs. In untreated cells, P ICSP synthesis 

rises to a maximum at 6 to 8 hr p.i. (FIG. 4C). Production of y ICSPs is also dependent 

on prior virus protein synthesis. However, the interval required before y ICSPs can be 

synthesized is longer than that requked for p ICSPs. During diis interval appreciable 

amounts of both a and p ICSPs are synthesized. The production of y ICSPs may therefore 

involve eidier a delayed action of one or more a ICSPs, or the participation of one or more 

p ICSPs by themselves or with a ICSPs (FIGs. 12A and 12B). 

Of the cunently identified a ICSPs, die 67K ICSP is clearly identified as a stnictural 

protein by my present criteria. In untreated infected cells a ICSP syndiesis declined after 

about 4 hr p.i. (FIG. 4C). This observation and the data from CX treated cells (FIG. 12B) 

show that the continuous syndiesis of a ICSPs is not required to sustain their role in 

subsequent protein synthesis. 

Polypeptides of the p group are botii stnictural components of the virion (e.g., 

124K,85K,49K) (Table 1) and nonstnictural components (e.g., 103K,97K). Wang and 

Kelly (131) detected a vims-induced DNA polymerase (MW = 126K) which was an early 
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enzyme, probably a p ICSP, and was sensitive to aphidicolin and [E]-5-(2-bromovinyl)-2'-

deoxyuridine triphosphate (However, host polymerases are resistant to the above chemical) 

in Tn NPV infected Si fnigiperda cells. Similarly, in herpes simplex virus infected cells, 

the vims-induced DNA polymerase was also identified as a p ICSP (15). 

Most of y ICSPs are typically major structural components of the virus (e.g., 28K). 

The role of p ICSPs in the production of y ICSPs is not certain because I cannot at this time 

entirely dissociate the synthesis of p ICSPs from those of die a group. If p proteins do 

have such a role, their syndiesis is not continuously required to sustain it (FIG. 12B). 

After the synthesis of a and P ICSPs has begun, the subsequent changes in their rates 

of synthesis are regulated by the appearance of later groups of viral polypeptides. 

Specifically, the production of P ICSPs clearly determines die normal decline in a ICSP 

synthesis (FIGs. 12A and 12B). Thus, when P ICSP synthesis is prevented by CX 

treatment, the rates of synthesis of a ICSPs exceed those in untreated cultures 

(incorporation ratio >1, FIG. 12B), and the interval of their synthesis is extended. 

Moreover, the synthesis of a ICSPs is rapidly depressed when p ICSPs are made but 

before appreciable amounts of y ICSPs are detected. These data exclude the possibility that 

a ICSPs directly determine the course of their own biosynthesis because the rate of 

synthesis is constant as long as P ICSP synthesis is prevented (data not shown). The 

mechanism by which P group ICSPs affect the synthesis of a ICSPs is still unknown. 

The rates of synthesis of p ICSPs can also exceed the maximum rates achieved in untreated 

cells when CX is added after P ICSP synthesis has begun but before y ICSPs are made in 

large amounts (FIGs. 12A and 12B). In this instance, die relation between die decline in 

rates of synthesis of a as well as P ICSPs and the production of y ICSPs is again 

demonstrated. However, die mechanism is not ascertained yet and requires further testing. 

This "a ~>P ~>Y'cascade regulation categories conesponds one to one with temporal 

classes A, B, C based on previously described changes in the rate of synthesis during die 

replication cycle. Furthermore, this sequential induction and abundant control model has 

been reported in Ac MNPV and Tn NPV infections (61, 133). It is also reminiscent of the 

regulatory pattem estabUshed for herpesvims infections (51, 52). 

The observation that viral polypeptides are regulated in a coordinate fashion indicates 

that diere are different requirements for the production or stability of mRNAs for a, p and 

y ICSPs; diis further suggests either diat diese groups have differential but coordinate 

requirements for dieir transcription or transport, or diat systematic differences in elements 

of die structure of diese RNAs underiie differences in stability of transcripts not engaged in 

protein synthesis. The mRNAs of baculovimses are composed of overiapping classes of 
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transcnpts, and two types of transcriptional units have been identified (31 79)- one 

composed of overiapping RNAs widi a common 3' end, the other composed of 

overiapping RNAs with common 5' ends. For the fomier transcripts, die smallest RNAs 

appeared early and were replaced in time by successively larger transcripts, suggesting that 

temporal regulation involves sequential activation of upstream promoters along widi 

coordinate deactivation of downstream promoters (35). Although it is known diat the 

temporal and abundant control of heipesvims ICSP syndiesis is at die level of transcription 

(135), die level (transcriptional or post-transcriptional) at which coordinate depression of 

a and p ICSP syndiesis is achieved in this system remains unknown. 

It seems diat the 97K ICSP, detected from very early stages after infection, triggers the 

synthesis of the 29K ICSP which behaves like a y ICSP in CX treated X ni cells. 

Aldiough the 97K ICSP was designated as a p ICSP in infected Si ftoiginerda cells, I can 

not precisely discern it as an a or a P ICSP in Tl m cells because small amounts of die 97K 

ICSP were detected even when CX was added at time 0 hr p.i. This early detection of die 

97K ICSP synthesis may be derived from die incomplete inhibition of CX on ICSP 

synthesis in H iii cells despite the effect of CX in ̂  fmgiperda cells. Knudson and 

Tinsley (71) have recorded die time course for Sf MNPV DNA syndiesis in vmQ and have 

shown that the peak rate of viral DNA synthesis was 10 to 12 hr p.i. My data on the 

change in viral DNA syndiesis, estimated by dot blot hybridization, reveals a similar kinetic 

pattem widi a maximum rate of syndiesis between 12 hr and 16 hr p.i. Viral DNA 

synthesis did occur, but at very low levels, and there was no dramatic change in the rate of 

synthesis with die progress of infection in semipermissively infected TL. m cells (FIG. 14). 

It is possible diat eidier die p ICSP (97K) detected in L m cells functions as a DNA 

polymerase and was syndiesized at a suboptimal level, or some factor(s) similar to die 

"DNA-binding" protein of adenovims which enhances DNA synthesis was not produced, 

thus causing die low rate of DNA synthesis in infected X ni cells (66). This defect in 

ICSP synthesis occurred in T̂  ni cells despite initiation of viral DNA replication. This 

finding coincides with Carpenter and Bilimoria's electron microscopic observation diat in 

infected X ni cells, low levels of nucleocapsids were detected, and no significant assembly 

of virions occurred (15). 

Since only a single P (97K) and a y (29K)ICSP were detected in semipermissively 

infected jQ m cells, at least one a ICSP must exist or have been synthesized (based on the 

cascade model: a ~>P—>y described above) to induce the P ICSP synthesis. The kinetic 

data on ICSP synthesis demonstrated diat the 67K, a ICSP is a stmctural polypeptide. 

Thus it is possible diat when virions invade X ni cells, this 67K ICSP may trigger the 
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subsequent synthesis of die 97K, p ICSP which in mm would induce the synthesis of the 

29K, y ICSP synthesis. The proposed induction of the 97K by a viral stmcmral 

polypeptide is compatible widi the a type behavior of this ICSP in Tl m cells (HG. 13). 

The data did not reveal obvious sign of a ICSP synthesis in this semipermissive infection: 

however, it is conceivable diat this ICSP escaped detection due to a very low rate of 

synthesis or because it is highly transient. Moreover, die possibility that this putative a 

ICSP may not contain methionine can not be ruled out at diis time. 

The results from the studies of the System n suggest that a multiple-pathway 

coordinate activation model ( a ~> P ~> y) seems to function in baculovirus systems and 

that in semipermissive infections one or more pathways are blocked at any one of the three 

levels, allowing the induction of a, p and y phases, respectively. It seems that in System 

n, only one such pathway is operational, aldiough at a mdimentary level; all die other 

pathways are blocked at or prior to a ICSP synthesis. My results do not support the 

postulate of McClintock et al. that a full complement of proteins for each phase is required 

for the induction of subsequent phases (90). A comprehensive cascade regulation model of 

ICSP synthesis in both permissive and semipermissive infections has been proposed in 

FIG. 18. In this model, a ICSPs induce the synthesis of p ICSPs, p ICSPs as well as 

DNA replication subsequently induce y ICSP synthesis, y ICSPs then inhibit the synthesis 

of a, P and host proteins in the permissive infection (solid line anows). However, based 

on my results, only one sequential induction pathway can be traced in the semipermissive 

infection (broken line arrows), and the 67K viral stmctural protein may behave as as a 

trigger inducing the synthesis of the 97K, P ICSP and consequentiy the 29K, y ICSP. 

Furthermore, no inhibition of host polypeptide synthesis was detected in this 

semipermissive infection. 

The mechanism of die inhibition of host protein synthesis by baculovunses is not clear. 

There is circumstantial evidence suggesting diat die inhibition of host protein synthesis is 

mediated via type C ICSPs rather dian types A or B. Inhibition of host protein synthesis 

appears to begin at 10 hr p.i. (HG. 4C) and the rate levels off at about 20 hr p.i. This 

corelates reasonably well widi the kinetics of type C ICSP syndiesis where syndiesis 

appers to begin at 6 hr p.i. and the rate levels off at 18 hr p.i. Kelly and Lescott (61) 

reported that y and 5 ICSPs could inhibit cellular protein synthesis. Fenwick and 

McMenamin (31) suggested that in herpesvims infected cells, host mRNA was altered to 

the extent that it was no long functional. Since only one late y ICSP was detected in our 

semipennissive infection, we presume that the y ICSPs required for feedback inhibition 
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were not made or that the 29K y ICSP required other y ICSPs as cofactors for inhibition. It 

is also possible that the uninhibited 97K ICSP prevents further inhibition of the 29K and 

host protein synthesis (FIG. 9). 

The correlation between die time course of viral DNA and ICSP synthesis implies that a 

large amount of viral DNA was synthesized during die time when P ICSPs were made but 

before appreciable amounts of y ICSPs were detected (FIGs. 4C and 14C). Therefore, the 

addition of Ara-C before 10 hr p.i. should obstmct viral DNA synthesis effectively. 

Carbonell £l aL (14) reported that Ara-C (50 ^g / ml) did not fuUy block viral DNA 

replication in Ac MNPV infected S* fhigiperda cells. However, I used a higher Ara-C 

concentration (100 |ig/ml) which inhibited at least 90 % viral DNA synthesis in Sf MNPV 

infected Si fnigiperda cells when it was added before DNA synthesis. Under these 

conditions, Ara-C is considered to be an effective DNA inhibitor (13). The conelation of 

data from ICSP synthesis and viral DNA replication studies in Ara-C treated Si fhigiperda 

cells implies that DNA synthesis as well as a and p ICSP synthesis was required for y 

ICSP synthesis (FIGs. 15A and 17). The mechanism by which viral DNA replication 

controls y ICSP synthesis remains unknown in diis system. It is possible that DNA 

replication may trigger the release of repressor(s) on DNA or induce the formation of 

cofactor(s) to bmd with RNA polymerase for y ICSP synthesis (97). 

In Ara-C treated X ni cells, die 29K ICSP syndiesis was dependent on DNA 

synthesis. Therefore, it is designated as a y ICSP based on the above criterion (FIG. 16). 

This is in agreement with my classification based upon the results of CX treatment. 

Studies with simian vims 40 (SV40) and adenovims in nonpermissive cells indicated 

diat only die early genes are expressed and no viral DNA was syndiesized (41,96). Ac 

MNPV infection of the nonpermissive CP 169 and CHO-Kl cell Unes also reveals that no 

viral DNA repUcation occuned in diose ceUs (44). Bodi Miller's temperature sensitive 

mutant tsB 821 (95) and Gordon's ts mutant ts8 (40) of Ac MNPV were found to be 

defective in a very early function, and no viral DNA synthesis occuned at die restrictive 

temperature (33 °C). Viral DNA syndiesis seems to be the critical criterion in 

distinguishing nonpemiissive from semipermissive infection. Thus, my results confimi die 

semipermissive status of System II. 

Eggerding and Pierce (28) compared viral gene expression in semipemiissively 

infected rodent cell lines widi adenovims 2 and productively infected human cells and 

defined several modes of semipennissive infection in rodent cells. These modes are: 1) 

expression of early viral proteins, approximately nomial DNA syndiesis, and reduced 

accumulation of late stmctural proteins; 2) delayed accumulation of nomial levels of 72K 
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DNA binding protein (DBP), apparently normal viral DNA synthesis, and drastically 

reduced, almost absent late protein expression; 3) low levels of expression of all early 

proteins examined, including the DBP, and correlation of these widi abnormaUties in DNA 

replication in addition to defective late protein production. Based on these criteria. System 

III, developed in our laboratory, should be classified as class 1 because only a few ICSPs 

(including polyhedrin polypeptide) were not detected or defective, whereas early protein 

and viral DNA syndiesis were expressed normally widi Ac NPV infection of BM ceUs (6). 

McCUntock £t al.'s (90) semipermissive infection of Ac NPV infected gypsy moth cells 

should be defined as class 2 because early ICSPs and viral DNA were noraiaUy expressed 

but no late ICSPs were detected. However, the system I am studying belongs to class 3 

because early ICSPs and viral DNA were restrictively expressed, and only one late ICSP 

was synthesized at an abnormal level. 

My data from ICSP and viral DNA analysis of infected X ni cells are compatible with 

Carpenter and Bilimoria's conclusion (16) that the abortion of Sf MNPV infection occur at 

or prior to the ver>' early stages of virion morphogenesis, my data more precisely position 

the restriction at or prior to the a ICSP synthesis phase. 

More sophisticated experiments, such as a transient expression assay (using 

chloramphenicol acetyltransferase as an indicator under the control of specific promoters) 

may help precisely discern a ICSPs from p ICSPs and reveal trans-acting regulatory 

genes (46). Further investigation on transcription and translation of viral RNA isolated at 

different times after infection is necessary to understand the temporal regulation of Sf 

MNPV gene expression in System II and furthermore, such studies may open the way to 

revealing die exact restriction site(s) in die viral genome and the factors involved in 

regulating control mechanisms during vims replication. Knowledge of diis type should 

permit die inteUigent constmction of viral pesticides having desirable vimlence, specificity 

and properties that pose minimum tiireats to die environment. This information will also 

allow die constmction of baculovims vectors for enhanced expression of foreign genes in 

tissue culture. 
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APPENDIX 

Ac MNPV: 

Ara-C: 

BMNPV: 

CX: 

ECV: 

Hyu: 

HSV: 

ICSP: 

M-NPV: 

M.O.L: 

NC: 

NPV: 

OV: 

PBS: 

PFU: 

PIB: 

S-NPV: 

SDS-PAGE: 

SF IPLB-21: 

SfMNPV: 

SLS: 

SV40: 

TnNPV: 

TN-368: 

Autographa califomica Mnlfi-miHprvnpciH nn^i^^^ 

polyhedrosis vims. 

Cytosine arabinoside. 

Bombyx mori nuclear polyhedrosis vims 

Cycloheximide 

ExtraceUular vims 

Hydroxurea 

Herpes simplex vims 

Infected ceU-specific polypeptide 

Multi-nucleocapsid virus 

Multiplicity of infection 

NitroceUulose paper 

Nuclear polyhedrosis v'mis 

Occluded vims 

Phosphate-buffered saUne 

Plaque-forming unit 

Polyhedral inclusion body or polyhedron. 

Single-nucleocapsid vims 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis 

Spodoptera fmgiperda IPLB-21 cell Une 

Spodoptera fmgiperda nuclear polyhedrosis virus 

Sodium lauryl sulfate 

Simian vims 40 

Trichoplusia ni nuclear polyhedrosis vims 

Trichoplusia ni 368 ceU line 
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